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      3. Knowledge Management Layer: 
 The KM tools 
 CLINIC software 





      4. Knowledge Presentation Layer 
 CLINIC Front-end  
 WEB GIS  





 1. The project: 
 Introduction (about RING) 
 The KM infrastructure 
 Technological environment 
 
 
2. Data Sources Layer: 
 Data and information 
 File system 
 Relational Database 
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The R.I.N.G. 
Rete Integrata Nazionale Gps 
Acquisition 
Storage 




GSM / LAN 
Nanometrics  
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Knowledge Management 
The aim of KM is to establish an environment in 
which people are encouraged to create, learn, 
share and use knowledge together for the benefit 
of the organization, the people who work in it, and 
the organization's customers. 
An organization's most valuable resource is the 
knowledge of people who work in it 
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"The creation and subsequent management of an environment which encourages knowledge to be created, shared, learnt, enhanced, 
organised and utilized for the benefit of the organisation and its customers." Abell & Oxbrow, Tfpl Ltd, 2001 
"Knowledge management is a process that emphasises generating, capturing and sharing information know how and integrating these 
into business practices and decision making for greater organisational benefit." Maggie Haines, NHS Acting Director of Knowledge 
Management 
The capability of an organization to create new knowledge, disseminate it throughout the organization, and embody it in products, 
services and systems. Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995. 
The attempt to recognize what is essentially a human asset buried in the minds of individuals and leverage it into a organizational 
asset that can be accessed and used by a broader set of individuals on whose decisions the firm depends. Marshall, Prusak & 
Shpilburg, 1996. 
The collection of processes that govern the creation, dissemination and ulitization of knowledge. Newman, 1991. 
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Data sources layer 
We combine different Technology of Knowledge Storing (TKS) : 
• File system for “no or semi structured resources”. For example: the GPS 
registration file (raw data and Rinex file) from which is not possible (or not 
suited) to extract the informative content 
• relational database for “resources to be well structured”. For example: 
 information about sites and instrument that can be well structured in the database 
object. 
• As file system technology we have GPSGIVING 




geodatabase metadata Field sheet File system 
Continuous 
monitoring File Log E-mail 
Repository 
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GPSGiving 
EXT3 File System 
year/doy Schema 
FTP service  with anonymous access 
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• data and text mining tools (DMT) 
 
• Information Porting on database 
 
• Rawdata solution 
 
• Knowledge Discovery 
 
• CLINIC  
 
• Time Series creation and chart 
 
• Simulation software and data analysis 
 
 
Knowledge Management Layer 
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RING  GIS 
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Reserved area 
Secure information sharing service 
• Only a Browser to access to the service  
– visible Real-Time data 
– web availability of the service 
• Controlled access to the data  
– User Filters on sites and rule  
– User Activity log  
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Reserved area 
1. Generate and download the file Log GPS 
2. Manage the site STATUS 
3. Generation of monographs 
4. Download and upload of raw and Rinex file by 
http protocol 
5. Graph Time Series  
 
The Services  
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 Log Update and Log Download 
LOG Update  
input and modify the information required 
to complete the Station Log File  
Log Download 
compile run time the Log file and to 
download it in text file type 
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Status 
• schedule a task for each site 
• task may be a maintenance, or 
instrumentation upgrade, or a simple site 
inspection 
• working list for the technician  
• the list of the finished tasks represents the 
problem Log of the site 
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Download / upload 
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Monographs  
• Generate and download of 
file GPS Monographs 
• Manage the site 
Information 
• Generation of monographs 
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Graph section 
•Time series chart of CGPS solution;  
•Accesso solo alle metodologie non 
filtrate; 
•Grafici sempre aggiornati con 
impostazione del tempo di refresh. 
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 After 1 year… 
• The KM infrastructure allowed us to manage most of the knowledge in our 
working group. 
• We developed tools for checking and storing the data and the data information 
• We maintain active the web services 
   - Clinic Front-End 
 - WebGIS 
 - Reserved Area 
 Future developments 
• Complete Databases integration (GIS and metadata) 
• Insertion of the data (File System) in to the Relational Database 
• Development of a new data processing software 
